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ABSTRACT
This study presents two computer vision based algorithms for automated 2D detection of
construction workers and equipment from site video streams. The state-of-the-art research
proposes semi-automated detection methods for tracking of construction workers and equipment.
Considering the number of active equipment and workers on jobsites and their frequency of
appearance in a camera’s field of view, application of semi-automated techniques can be timeconsuming. To address this limitation, two new algorithms based on Histograms of Oriented
Gradients and Colors (HOG+C), 1) HOG+C sliding detection window technique, and 2) HOG+C
deformable part-based model are proposed and their performance are compared to the state-ofthe-art algorithm in computer vision community. Furthermore, a new comprehensive benchmark
dataset containing over 8,000 annotated video frames including equipment and workers from
different construction projects is introduced. This dataset contains a large range of pose, scale,
background, illumination, and occlusion variation. The preliminary results with average
performance accuracies of 100%, 92.02%, and 89.69% for workers, excavators, and dump trucks
respectively, indicate the applicability of the proposed methods for automated activity analysis of
workers and equipment from single video cameras. Unlike other state-of-the-art algorithms in
automated resource tracking, these methods particularly detects idle resources and does not need
manual or semi-automated initialization of the resource locations in 2D video frames.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
Over the past few years, many construction companies have started online video streaming from
their job sites. Detailed and continuous videos of the work-in-progress provide an excellent
opportunity for activity analysis and enable timely identification of productivity, safety, and
occupational health issues. Continuous and systematic activity analysis in particular allows
companies to identify solutions to minimize low operational efficiencies. Once these solutions
are implemented, they could be followed up with additional video-based analyses to validate
whether those solutions addressed the performance issue, or if there is still a need for further
improvements. In addition to their immediate benefits, site video streams provide an ideal test
bed for developing computer vision algorithms for automated performance assessment in
dynamic construction conditions.
Despite all the benefits, to date application of these video streams at their entirety is still
unexploited by researchers. A major reason is that these video streams are not in a form that is
amenable for automated processing, at least by traditional computer vision methods. They are
widely variable in terms of their location and field of view, have uncontrolled illuminations,
resolution, and image qualities. Most importantly, they consistently suffer from static and
dynamic visual occlusions caused by the physical construction progress or movement of workers
and equipment. Developing computer vision algorithms that can operate effectively with such
video streams require 1) automated and real-time 2D detection of the equipment and workers
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from single cameras; 2) synchronized detections across multiple cameras and localization of the
resources in 3D; and finally 3) automated action recognition.
Within this scope, the first key challenge is automated 2D detection; i.e., knowing what
resources are visible within a camera’s field of view and continuously track them for the entire
period of time the resource is visible. Robust 2D detection provides an opportunity for
continuous 3D localization and action recognition, which are critical components for any
automated vision-based performance assessment system. While a number of researchers have
looked into developing vision-based assessment methods, many challenging problems remain
open.
As a step towards fully automated performance assessment methods, this study focuses
on the problem of automated 2D detection of workers and equipment in site video streams and a
number of applications this enables. Figure 1.1 shows examples of the technical challenges
associated with using video streams for 2D detection of excavators, dump trucks, and workers.
Not having a priori knowledge about the appearance, pose, location, and scale of the resources
makes the task of detection extremely difficult. Given fixed cameras with small lateral
movements, cluttered background, moving equipment and workers with deformable body
configurations, the task is to automatically and reliably detect and localize these dynamic
resources in 2D.

2

Figure 1.1. Example frames from video sequences of excavator, truck and worker operations.
Each row illustrates different body postures and configurations, which challenges development
of automated 2D tracking methods.

The new methods proposed in this research project, expand on the work originally
presented in Dalal and Triggs (2005) and Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) with addition of several
novel components to the algorithm that significantly improve the performance of the methods. It
will also accompany with exhaustive validation experiments. A comprehensive dataset and a set
of validation methods that can be used in the field for development and benchmarking of future
algorithms will also be provided. The perceived benefits and limitations of the proposed method
in the form of open research challenges are presented. More details about this project can be find
at www.raamac.cee.vt.edu/detectiontracking.

1.2 Background
A large number of construction companies are still using traditional data collection methods for
performance analysis including direct manual observations, methods adopted from stop-motion
3

analysis in industrial engineering (Oglesby et al. 1989), and survey based methods. Although
these methods provide beneficial solutions in terms of improving performance, their applications
due to the large size of the data that needs to be collected are labor-intensive (Gong and Caldas
2011, Su and Liu 2007) and can be subjective (Golparvar-Fard et al. 2011). The significant
amount of information which needs to be collected may also adversely affect the quality of the
analysis (Golparvard-Fard et al. 2009, Gong and Caldas 2009). Such limitations minimize the
opportunities for continuous benchmarking and monitoring which is a key element in
performance improvement (NIST 2011-2012). Hence, many critical decisions may be made
based on incomplete or inaccurate information, ultimately leading to project delays and cost
overruns. In recent years, several researchers have focused on developing techniques that can
automate the entire process of performance monitoring. These techniques mainly focus on
tracking of construction workers and equipment as a critical step towards automation of
performance assessment. In the following, these methods are reviewed and their limitations are
discussed.

1.2.1 3D Localization and Tracking of Construction Resources Using Sensors
In recent years, a number of research studies (Gong and Caldas 2011, Su and Liu 2007, Gong
and Caldas 2010, Goodrum et al. 2011) have focused on developing techniques to automatically
localize and track construction resources in 3D. The main goal of these methods is to support
improvement of operational efficiency/safety and, in turn, minimize idle times. To address this
need, different tracking technologies such as barcodes and RFID tags (El-Omari and Moselhi
2009, Ergen et al. 2007, Grau et al. 2009, Navon and Sacks 2007, Song et al. 2004, Song et al.
2006), Ultra WideBand (UWB) (Cheng et al. 2011, Teizer et al. 2007), 3D range imaging
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cameras (Gong and Caldas 2008), global and local positioning systems (GPS) (Teizer et al. 2007,
Gong and Caldas 2008), and computer vision techniques (Brilakis et al. 2011, Park et al. 2011)
have been explored. Among these, UWB methods can detect time-of-flight of the radio
frequency at various frequencies, which allows for providing 2D and 3D localization even in the
presence of severe multipath (Fontana and Gunderson 2002). In a recent case, Teizer et al.
(2007) applied the UWB technology for real-time tracking of resource locations in 3D. This
UWB system requires resources including the workers to be individually tagged and satisfactory
positioning data to be transferred to the system prior to its implementation (Brilakis et al. 2011).
As such, the implementation of this system may be challenged and can be costly where there are
hundreds of construction resources that need to be tracked. Recent research has focused on the
use of 3D range imaging camera for spatial modeling (Gong and Caldas 2008) and resource
tracking (Teizer et al. 2007) on construction sites. The low resolution and short range of these
cameras can challenge the application of these systems on large-scale construction sites.
GPS modules have also been used for positioning of equipment and surveying purposes
(Caldas et al. 2006). Despite the wide range of benefits that GPS can offer to the construction
industry, using it for tracking workers in interior spaces can be challenging. GPS mainly operates
outdoors, and needs to be regularly attached to the resource that is being tracked. Consequently,
tracking construction resources in particular workers with GPS can be infeasible in several cases.
In the most recent research effort, an inertial measurement unit Personal Dead Reckoning (PDR)
system which does not require pre-installed infrastructure is proposed (Kamat and Akula 2011).
This method is accurate for tracking workers outdoors. Nonetheless, its accuracy degrades with
both path complexity and the time spent indoors. Once the accumulated drift exceeds the
acceptable threshold, the user needs to step outdoors and recover the GPS signal to reset the
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system. More research needs to be done on application of such systems for continuous tracking
purposes.
RFID tags have high durability in harsh environments, do not require line-of-sight, and
can be embedded in concrete. Unless combined with other techniques, RFID can only function
within a fixed radius inside which the resource exists (Brilakis et al. 2011). As a result, several
research studies (El-Omari and Moselhi 2009, Ergen et al. 2007, Navon and Sacks 2007, Navon
2005) combined RFID with GPS technology for the purpose of automated localization and
tracking of construction equipment. Despite the potential, RFID tags still require a
comprehensive infrastructure to be installed on the jobsite, which can be very costly. The nearsightedness of RIFD also limits the applicability of real-time tracking, and due to GPS
applications, the line-of-sight in many locations may adversely impact their benefits.
Although these techniques may accurately track location of the workers and equipment in
3D, yet do not provide information about the nature of the operation or the actions in which the
workers or equipment are involved. Without information about these actions, performance
cannot be measured automatically.

1.2.2 Vision based Tracking and 3D Localization of Construction Resources
Site video streams have long been used in the Architecture/Engineering/Construction (AEC)
community for systematic activity analysis of site operations (Oglesby et al. 1989). Compared to
sensor-based approaches, videotaping is cost-effective and enables action recognition of
construction resources. This is a key benefit for activity analysis and formation of crew-balance
charts for craft productivity assessment purposes. Despite the popularity of onsite observations
(ENR 2011) or video-based activity analysis (Oglesby et al. 1989), these techniques are still
6

primarily manual and involve tedious processes. As such, their applications for benchmarking
and continuous assessments are not widely applied and are still limited to certain projects.
Several recent studies (Gong and Caldas 2011, Golparvar-Fard et al. 2009, Navon and Sacks
2007, Brilakis et al. 2011, Golparvar-Fard et al. 2009) have emphasized on the need for
automated video-based performance assessment techniques. Development of automated videobased methods for action recognition or 3D resource tracking first requires the workers and
equipment to be detected and tracked in 2D. Recently developed methods (Gong and Caldas
2011, Zou and Kim 2007) are either simulated in controlled environments or have primarily
focused on automating the 3D tracking assuming semi-automated detection of resources in 2D.
Others such as (Brilakis et al. 2011, Park et al. 2011, Yang et al. 2011) use a priori knowledge
for their assessments such as expected known locations for tracking a tower crane (Yang et al.
2011), or application of Scale Invariant Feature Transforms (SIFT) (Lowe 2004) and Speeded
Up Robust Features (SURF) (Bay et al. 2008) for initial recognition.
Two recent works (Azar and McCabe 2011, Chi and Caldas 2011) focus on developing
techniques for automated 2D detection and localization of construction workers and equipment.
Particularly, (Chi and Caldas 2011) proposes a background subtraction algorithm to differentiate
between the moving object and the stationary background and uses the Naïve Bayes and
Artificial Neural Networks algorithms for learning and classification. Despite the good
performance, the background subtraction component of their algorithm does not allow idle
resources to be detected which can limit its application for productivity and resource proximity
(safety) assessment purposes. Several existing object detection and background subtraction
algorithms are combined and used for learning and 2D tracking of off-highway dump trucks in
video streams (Azar and McCabe 2011). Particularly, the application of HOG detectors (Dalal
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and Triggs 2005), Haar-like detectors (Viola and Jones 2001), Haar-HOG cascade (Bay et al.
2008), and Blob-HOG cascade methods are proposed. Due to the application of background
subtraction, these methodologies are not able to recognize idle resources.
In the computer vision community, there is a large number of emerging works in the area
of human detection and pose estimation (Dalal and Triggs 2005, Felzenszwalb et al. 2010, Dalal
et al. 2006, Laptev 2006, Yang and Ramanan 2011). The results of these algorithms seem to be
both effective and accurate. For example, (Felzenszwalb et al. 2010) can detect objects with
deformable configurations, which can be very effective for action recognition purposes.
Moreover, this algorithm is able to detect different parts of objects and has potential for detecting
occluded resources in site video streams. The work proposed in (Van de Weijer and Schmid
2006) extended the description of local features with color information. The results of this study
show that color descriptors remain reliable under certain photometric and geometrical changes,
and with decreasing image quality. Although existing computer vision methods show very
promising results, in most cases they are only applied and validated under controlled settings.
We have also exhaustively tested their direct applications and in the most cases where occluded
and dynamic video streams were used, an acceptable precision level for construction
performance assessment purposes was not obtained. Nevertheless, certain elements of these
works can be effectively used to create new techniques for automated worker and equipment
detection and tracking.
There is a need for techniques that can support automated 2D detection and localization
of construction workers and equipment even when they are idle. This enables development of
both action recognition and 3D tracking methods, which can ultimately bring awareness on
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project specific issues, empower practitioners to take corrective actions, avoid delays, and
minimize excessive impacts due to low operational efficiency or unsafe practices.

1.2.3 Object Detection and Pose Estimation Using Part-based Models
Part-based models have appeared in recent years under various formalisms. The basic premise is
that objects can be modeled as a collection of local template that deform and articulate with
respect to one another.
In AEC community, the first research project that has focused on application of partbased models is Azar and McCabe (2012) that helps improve the detection of construction
resources. They have proposed the object recognition system based on mixtures of appearances
of deformable body parts of the hydraulic excavator. Their proposed approach shows promising
results, however has few major drawbacks. Firstly, they have used the arm of excavator as a root
which limits the applicability of the proposed approach for detection of whole excavator which is
more important than detecting parts (i.e. the detection only happen on the arm). Moreover, they
only used one part which may not enough for detecting construction resources in dynamic and
highly occluded construction environments. Their proposed algorithm is limited to detection of
excavators only from side views and cannot detect excavator in front and rear views which is not
applicable for continuous monitoring of earthmoving operations. Moreover, their results shows
that the accuracy of the part-based model in 2D detection of excavators are less than the state-ofthe-art HOG approach, while in the proposed methods in this research project the accuracy of
detection using part-based models outperforms the state-of-the-art HOG.
In the computer vision community there are a lot of researches in recent years on
developing the part-based models for object detection and pose estimation. Felzenszwalb et al.
9

(2008, 2010) proposed an object detection system based on mixtures of multi-scale deformable
part models. Their weakly supervised training procedure requires only the bounding box around
the whole object. Their algorithm shows the promising results in object detection in 2D static
images. Sun and Savarese (2011) proposed an articulated part-based model for joint object
detection and pose estimation. This method represents an object as a collection of parts at
multiple level of detail, from coarse-to-fine, where parts at every level are connected to a coarser
level through a parent-child relationship. Pepik et al. (2012) have recently extended the
successful discriminatively trained deformable part models (Felzenszwalb et al. 2008,
Felzenszwalb et al. 2010), to include both estimate of viewpoint and 3D parts that are consistent
across viewpoints. In fact, they added the 3D geometry to deformable part models which can be
used for 3D scene understanding or 3D object tracking. Yang and Ramanan (2011) have
proposed a method for human pose estimation in static images based on part-based models. They
presented a general, flexible mixture model for capturing contextual co-occurrence relations
between parts, augmenting standard spring models that encode spatial relationships.
All of the abovementioned researches in the computer vision community are tested on the
controlled environment, which is not the case in dynamic and occluded construction jobsites.
Moreover, the proposed approach in this research project expands on the part-based models by
adding the histogram of colors which significantly improves the detection accuracy in saturated
environments like construction jobsites.

1.3. Research Objectives
This research focuses on algorithmic development of computer vision and machine learning
techniques for automated detection of various construction resources in support of automated
10

performance assessment of construction operations. Particularly, the objective is to create,
develop, and validate two new algorithms for automated 2D detection and localization of
construction resources from site video streams and compare their performance to state-of-the-art
in computer vision community. These propose methods would,


Detect and localize multiple resources in 2D video streams automatically (could be realtime), and



Generate the deformable part-based model for detection of resources under high degrees
of occlusion (suitable for activity analysis)

The outcome of proposed approach could provide useful visual information about the various
resources that are operating/working on the jobsite for further analysis such as 3D tracking,
action recognition, and performance assessment.
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Chapter 2
Proposed Methodology
Some of the materials in Chapter 2 are from two submitted co-authored manuscripts (Memarzadeh et al. 2012a,b)
listed in references.

2. Vision-based Detection of Resources
Given 2D video frames collected with fixed cameras on construction sites, our goal is to 1)
automatically learn visual classifiers for different equipment and workers and 2) apply the
learned models to perform detection and classification of equipment and workers in new video
frames. The overall flowchart of the proposed approaches is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Comprehensive
Dataset of
Resources

Video
Frames

Feature
Extraction

Form
Histograms

Generate
Descriptors

Support Vector
Machine
Classifier

Figure 2.1. The flowchart of the proposed methods

It is assumed that the video frames contain typical dynamic construction foregrounds and
backgrounds that can generate occlusions. The training stage in our work is supervised in the
sense that we annotate bounding boxes around each equipment/worker in the image. During the
testing stage, the proposed method automatically places the bounding boxes and can handle
observations containing more than single resource under various degrees of occlusion.
12

2.1. HOG+C Sliding Detection Window Technique
Large variations in illumination, weather conditions, and resolution, in addition to the scale of
workers and equipment in 2D video streams and their intra-class variability (particularly in the
case of equipment) makes site video streams challenging to work with. In order to address this
problem, we introduce 1) multi-scale sliding detection windows, and 2) HOG+C descriptors
which are formed by concatenating HOG (Dalal and Triggs 2005) with Histograms of Color
(HOC) to create an automated 2D detection method. These steps are described in the following
subsections.

2.1.1 Multi-scale Sliding Detection Window
Our method for detection of workers and equipment involves application of a sliding detection
window. The basic idea is that the detection window scans across each video frame at all
positions and for several spatial scales to find the best candidates. During this process each
window is independently analyzed and classified whether it contains a particular type of resource
or not. This strategy provides two key benefits:
1) Detection of workers and equipment while idle; i.e., it examines static windows for
possible resource candidates and is not limited to the detection of moving foreground
objects (typical in background subtraction techniques);
2) Detection of workers and equipment in close proximity of each other under high
degrees of occlusion; several overlapping windows can be chosen as the best
candidates for construction resources which is a key component required for safety
assessments.
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In the following, the process of detecting workers and equipment within each detection
window is described.

2.1.2 Resource Detection and Classification for each Detection Window
Figure 2.2 presents an overview of our method for learning and detection of workers and
equipment within each candidate detection window. As observed in the figure, we extract two
types of visual information: 1) image gradients via a HOG descriptor (left side of Figure 2.2);
and 2) color cues captured by a HOC descriptor (right side of Figure 2.2). Once these descriptors
are formed, they are combined and fed into a machine learning classifier to identify whether or
not the detection window contains a resource of interest.
Sliding
Window
Compute Intensity
Gradients
Weighted Vote into
Spatial & Orientation
Cells
Generate the HOG
Descriptors Over
Detection Window

Collect Histograms of
Oriented Gradients
Over Detection Window

Compute Hue
Saturation colors
Over Images
Vector Quantize
and Summarize
into
Hue-Saturation
color bins

Collect Histograms
of Hue and
Saturation Over
Detection Window

Form HOG+C descriptors
Resource Binary
Support Vector Machine
Classifier

Figure 2.2. The algorithm for automated detection of construction resources
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2.1.3 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
The main idea is that the local shape and appearance of workers and equipment in a given
detection window can be characterized by distribution of local intensity gradients. These
properties can be captured via HOG descriptors (Dalal and Triggs 2005). In order to do so, we
first compute the magnitude  f ( x , y ) and orientation (angle)  ( x, y ) of the intensity gradient

f ( x, y ) for each pixel within the detection window. Next, we vector quantize and summarize
all these orientations and their magnitudes within the detection window into a HOG. More
precisely, the detection window (Figure 2.3a) is divided into t x  t y local spatial regions (cells)
where each cell contains uv pixels (Figure 2.3b). Each pixel casts a weighted vote for an edge
orientation histogram bin, based on the orientation of the image gradient at that pixel. These
votes are then accumulated into n evenly-spaced orientation bins over the cells; i.e., each bin
characterizing an unsigned gradient: i   n i  1,..., n (see Figure 2.3c). A naïve distribution
scheme in form of voting to the nearest orientation bins creates aliasing effects due to undersampling. Similarly, pixels near the cell boundaries can also produce aliasing along spatial
dimensions. To reduce aliasing, similar to (Dalal 2006), the gradient magnitudes at the pixel
level are interpolated bilinearly between the neighboring bin centers in both orientation and
position. The outcome of this process is a HOG descriptor for each detection window. Inspired
by (Felzenszwalb et al. 2010), we use an augmented low-dimensional HOG feature set that
includes both contrast sensitive and insensitive features, leading to a 31-dimensional feature
vector. By comparing these low-dimensional feature vectors with their original 36-dimensions
introduced in Dalal and Triggs (2005), Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) showed that the performance
of the HOG descriptors could be improved; which is the rationale behind their application in our
method.
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Figure 2.3. The formation of the Histogram of Oriented Gradients for each detection window:
(a) a 250 250 pixel detection window, (b) 4×4 pixel cells in each window, and (c) the
Histogram of Oriented Gradients corresponding to 4 cells.

2.1.4 Histogram of Hue-Saturation Colors (HOC)
Simultaneous to the formation of the HOG descriptor, a histogram of colors (HOC) is also
generated. In order to maintain invariance to illumination changes and inspired by Van de Weijer
and Schmid (2006), instead of using Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color space, in our algorithm, we
use Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) colors (Forsyth and Ponce 2011). It is hypothesized that using
hue and saturation components instead of RGB can improve the detection of construction
workers and equipment in saturated construction scenes. After converting the image into the
HSV space, we only keep the hue and saturation components, which are summarized by a
histogram that counts the occurrences of a set of evenly spaced normalized hue and saturation
values. In all our experiments, we vector-quantize the color space into 6 bins for hue and 6 bins
for saturation to generate HOC descriptors which is in form of a 2D histogram with 36 bins.
These descriptors over the detector window are locally historgrammed and concatenated with the
HOG to form the HOG+C descriptors.
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2.1.5 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier
Once the HOG+C descriptors are formed, they are placed into a machine learning classifier to
identify whether or not the detection window contains a given resource. For this purpose, we use
multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification approach (Christopher and Burges
1998). Given n labeled training datapoints {xi , yi } , wherein xi ( i  1,..., n , xi  R d ) is the set of ddimensional HOG+C descriptors computed from each image example (i), and yi  {0,1} is the
binary class label (e.g., worker or non-worker), the SVM classifier aims at finding an optimal
hyper-plane wT x  b  0 between the positive and negative samples. We assume that there is no
a prior knowledge about the distribution of the resource class video frames. Hence, the optimal
hyper plane is one that maximizes the geometric margin  as follows:

 

2
w

(1)

For each binary SVM resource classification, the dataset contains considerable number of video
frame entries. Hence the training data will be linearly separated and as a result the classification
can be formulated as:

min w ,b

1
w
2

2

(2)

subject to : yi (w.xi  b)  1 for i  1,..., N
The presence of noise and occlusions which is typical in construction site video streams produces
outliers in the SVM classifiers. Hence the slack variables xi are introduced and consequently the
SVM optimization problem can be written as:
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N
1 2
min w,b w  C  xi
2
i 1

(3)

subject to : yi ( w.xi  b)  1  xi for i  1,..., N

xi  0 for i  1,..., N
In this formula, C represents a penalty constant that can be determined by a crossvalidation technique. As observed in Figure 2.4, the inputs to the learning (training) algorithm
are the training examples for different resources and the outputs are the trained models for
detection of various resources.
Data: Training sets ( x1 , l1 ),...,( xn , ln ) where li  0,1 for
negative and positive examples of each
resource respectively
Results: a one-vs.-all SVM Model (M) for each resource
1 for each positive and negative example file list
for each cell in an example
2
create HOG descriptor
3
create Hue-Saturation color descriptor
4
concatenate into HOG+C descriptor
5
6
end for
append to the train_positive and train_negative lists
7
8 end for
9 find support vectors
10 return M
Figure 2.4. Algorithm for training process

To effectively classify the testing images with the HOG+C descriptors, it is necessary to
slide the detection window over each image at multiple spatial scales. This is accomplished by
rescaling the image and enabling the detection window to search at different scales. For each
spatial scale of the detection window, image gradients and hue-saturation components are
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calculated, and the resulting feature vector is classified using the learned one-against-all SVM
model. If the classiﬁcation is positive, the bounding box for the detection window and the
classiﬁcation value (i.e., classifier score) are added to a list for further processing. Next, the
detection window is moved across the entire video frame using a speciﬁed search step; i.e., m
pixels. In this paper, these spatial steps are referred as the detection window overlaps. Once all
detection window positions have been classiﬁed for all spatial scales, the positively detected
bounding boxes are processed using a non-maximum suppression technique. The width of the
bounding boxes and the distance between box centers are used to determine if an adjacent
bounding box needs to be considered as a neighbor for non-maximum suppression. The final
outcome of this step is a set of bounding boxes which capture all positive classifications and their
scores. Figure 2.5 shows the algorithm for the detection (testing) process of a resource classifier.

Data: Learned one-against-all SVM Model (Mj) per resource
Testing images and video frames
Results: bounding boxes and classification scores per box
1
for each image in the testing list
2
for each spatial scale in search scale
3
resample image to new scale
4
for each detection window in an image
5
compute HOG descriptor
6
compute Hue-Saturation color descriptor
7
concatenate and from the HOG+C descriptor
8
analyze the detection window with Mj
10
end for
12
end for
13
non-maximum suppression
14 end for
15 return bounding boxes and classification scores
Figure 2.5. Algorithm for detection (testing) process
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2.2 HOG+C Deformable Part-based Model
It is assumed that the video frames contain typical dynamic construction foregrounds and
backgrounds that can generate occlusions. The training stage in our work is weakly supervised in
the sense that we annotate bounding boxes around each resource in the positive images, however
the locations of parts are not annotated and will be automatically learned. (This means the same
dataset used in the previous section could be used for training/testing in this step). Each example
x is scored by a function of the form, fb (x)  max z b .F(x, z) , where b is a vector of model

parameters and z are latent values (e.g. the part placements). Latent Support Vector Machine
(LSVM) is used to learn the model per resource. During the testing stage, the proposed method
automatically places the bounding boxes around the entire object and identifies different parts,
and can handle observations containing more than single resource under various degrees of
occlusion.
Large variations in illumination, weather conditions, and resolution, in addition to the
scale of workers and equipment in 2D video streams and their intra-class variability (particularly
in the case of equipment) makes site video streams challenging to work with. In order to address
this problem, we introduce 1) multi-scale sliding detection windows, 2) HOG+C descriptors
which are formed by concatenating HOG (Memarzadeh et al. 2012b) with Histograms Of Color
(HOC) to create an automated 2D detection method (Memarzadeh et al. 2012a), 3) mixture of
models which smooth the problem of intra-class variability, and 4) deformable part-based
models to improve the performance and handle the occlusions.

2.2.1 Overview
Figure 2.6 shows the overview of the proposed methodology.
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Apply the Root
Filter on HOG+C
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Apply the Part
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Generate the
Root Model

Generate the
Part Models
Latent Support
Vector Machine
Classifier Framework
Data Mining
Hard Negatives

Figure 2.6. The overview of the proposed methodology

2.2.2 Features Representation
For representing the root filter, we use the HOG+C feature extraction process explained in
Memarzadeh et al. (2012a) on the coarse gradients on the low-resolution top level of feature
pyramid (see Figure 2.7). The part filters are placed several levels down in the feature pyramid
so the resolution of the image would be twice as the resolution of the root filter. Using higher
resolution features for defining part filters is essential for obtaining high recognition performance
(Felzenszwalb et al. 2010).
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2.2.3 Models
The models involve linear filters which are rectangular templates specifying weights for
subwindows of a feature pyramid. Let F be a w  h filter and H be a feature pyramid and

p  (x, y,l) specify a position (x, y) in the l -th level of the pyramid, and f (H, p, w, h) denote the
vector obtained by concatenating the feature vectors in the w  h subwindow of H with top-left
corner at p in row-major order. The score of F at p is F ¢. f (H, p, w, h) , where F¢ is the vector
obtained by concatenating the weight vectors in F in row-major order.

2.2.4 Deformable Part Models
The proposed models are defined by a coarse HOG+C root filter that approximately covers an
entire object and higher resolution part HOG filters that cover smaller parts of the object. Figure
2.7 illustrates the placement of root and part models in a feature pyramid. The root filter location
defines a detection window. The part filters are placed several levels down in the pyramid, so the
features at that level are computed at twice the resolution of the feature in the root filter level.
Consider building a model for an excavator. The root filter cold capture coarse resolution edges
such as the equipment body boundary while the part filters could capture details such as bucket,
arm, and truck.
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Figure 2.7. Illustration of Image and Feature Pyramid; The part filters are placed several levels
down in the pyramid, so that the features at that level are computed at twice resolution of the
feature in the root filter level

A model for a resource with n parts is formally defined by a (n  2) -tuple (F0, P1,..., Pn , b)
, where F0 is a root filter, Pi is a model for the i -th part, and b is a real-valued bias term. Each
part model is defied by a 3-tuple (Fi , vi , di ) , where Fi is a filter for the i -th part, vi is a twodimensional vector specifying an “anchor” position for part i relative to the root position, and di
is a four-dimensional vector specifying coefficients of a quadratic function defining a
deformation cost for each possible placement of the part relative to the anchor position.
Deformation costs are like springs connecting each part filter to the root filter, leading to a starstructured model.
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A resource hypothesis specifies the location of each filter in the model in a feature
pyramid, z  (p0 ,..., pn ) , where pi  (xi , yi , li ) specifies the level and position of the i -th filter.
The score of a hypothesis is given by the scores of each filter at their respective locations minus
a deformation cost that depends on the relative position of each part with respect to the root (the
spatial prior), plus the bias (Felzenszwalb et al. 2010),
n

n

score(p0 ,..., pn )   Fi¢. f (H, pi )   di . f d (dxi , dyi )  b
i0

(4)

i1

where

(dxi , dyi )  (xi , yi )  (2(x0, y0 ) vi )

(5)

gives the displacement of the i -th part relative to its anchor position and

fd (dx, dy)  (dx, dy, dx 2 , dy 2 )

(6)

are deformation features.
The score of a hypothesis z can be expressed in terms of a dot product, b . y (H, z) ,
between a vector of model parameters b and a vector y (H, z) , which are as follow,

b  ( F0¢, ... , Fn¢, d1, ... , dn , b)
y (H, z)  (f (H, p0 ), ... , f (H, pn ),
 f (dx1, dy1 ), ... , f (dxn , dyn ),1)

(7)

(8)

This illustrates a connection between the models and linear classifiers. This relationship
is used for learning the model parameters with LSVM framework.
To detect objects in an image, we compute an overall score for root locations according to the
best possible placement of the parts,
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score( p0 )  max score( p0 ,..., pn )
p1 ,..., pn

(9)

High-scoring root locations define detections while the locations of the parts that yield a highscoring root location define a full resource hypothesis. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8. Responses of the root and part filters are computed a different resolution in the
feature pyramid. The responses are combined to yield a final score for each root location. We
show the responses for the “arm” and “truck” parts.
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2.2.5 Learning
The RAAMAC-2012 dataset consists of a large set of video frames with bounding boxes around
each instance of a resource. Let D  ( x1, y1 , ... , xn , yn ) be a set of labeled examples where

yi  {1,1} and xi specifies a HOG+C feature pyramid, H (xi ) , together with a range, Z(xi ) , of
valid placements for the root and part filters. For each positive example in the training set, Z(xi )
is defined so the root filter must be placed to overlap the bounding box by at least 50%. Negative
examples come from images that do not contain the specific resource form construction jobsite
(e.g., construction site background, other resources).

2.2.5.1 Latent Support Vector Machine (LSVM)
The proposed classifier scores an example x with a function of the form (Felzenszwalb et al.
2010),

fb (x)  max b . F(x, z)
zZ( x)

(10)

where b is a vector of model parameters and z are latent values. The set Z(x) defines the
possible latent values for an example x . A binary label for x can be obtained by thresholding its
score. Training b from labeled examples D  ( x1, y1 , ... , xn , yn ) , where yi  {1,1} , is similar
to classical SVM [49] by minimizing the following objective function,

LD (b ) 

n
1 2
b  C max(0,1 yi fb (xi ))
2
i1

(11)

where max(0,1 yi fb (xi )) is the standard hinge loss (slack variables) and the constant C
controls the relative weight of the regularization term. It should be noticed that if there is a single
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possible latent value each example ( Z(xi )  1, i.e., only root filter) then fb is linear in b , and
the learning would be exactly the same as linear SVM.

2.2.6 Data Mining Hard Negatives
In the training a model, the number of negative examples is very large (a single image can yield

10 5 examples for a sliding detection window classifier). This can make the training process
infeasible regard to computation time. Instead, it is common to construction training data
consisting of the positive instances and “hard negative” instances, where the hard negatives are
data-mined from the very large set of possible negative examples. The main idea is that the
proposed method trains a model with an initial subset of negative examples, and then collects
negative examples that are incorrectly classified by this initial model to form a set of hard
negatives. A new model is trained with the hard negative examples and the process may be
repeated a few times.
The hard negatives of D relative to b is defined as (Felzenszwalb et al. 2010),
M (b, D)  { x, y  D | yfb (x)£1}

(12)

where M (b , D) are training examples that are incorrectly classified or near the margin of the
classifier defined by b .

2.2.7 Non-Maximum Suppression
Detecting resources in video frames usually results to multiple overlapping detections of each
instance of a resource. The greedy procedure is used for eliminating repeated detections via non27

maximum suppression. After applying the testing process, we have a set of detections D for a
particular resource. Each detection is defined by a bounding box and a score. We sort the
detections in D by score, and greedily select the highest scoring ones while skipping detections
with bounding boxes that are at least 50% covered by a bounding box of a previously selected
detection.

.
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Chapter 3
Comprehensive Data Collection and Validation Metrics
Some of the materials in Chapter 2 are from submitted co-authored manuscript (Memarzadeh et al. 2012a) listed in
references.

3.1

Data Collection

Due to the lack of existing datasets for benchmarking visual detection of construction workers
and equipment, it was necessary to create a new comprehensive database. For this purpose, over
300 hours of video streams are collected from five ongoing construction projects: (1) Center for
the Arts Construction Project; (2) Signature Engineering Building Construction Project; (3)
Academic and Student Affairs Building Project; (4) Virginia Tech’s Corporate Research Center
Extension Project; and (5) the New River Resource Authority (NRRA) Area C Expansion
Project (Heydarian 2011). These video streams are converted into images (around 10,000
images) with the bounding box information around the object of interest. In order to create a
comprehensive dataset with varying degrees of viewpoint, scale, and illumination changes, the
videos were collected over the span of six months. Due to various possible appearances of
equipment, particularly, their actions from different views and scales in a video frame, as shown
in Figure 3.1, several cameras were set up in two 180° semi-circles (each camera roughly 45°
apart from one another). This strategy enables the resources to be videotaped at two different
scales (full and half high definition video frame heights). Combined with the strategy used to
encode spatial scale in the sliding detection window, all possible scales are considered. This
dataset is structured for both training and testing purposes so that it can be released to the
community for further development and validation of new algorithms.
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Figure 3.1. Data Collection and Experimental Setup

Table 3.1 shows the size of the training and testing datasets. As observed, a total of 2903,
1952, and 2653 positive High Definition (HD) frames (frames that represent an actual resource
class) were manually segmented, labeled, and used for initial experiments on excavators, trucks,
and workers respectively. These frames were randomly divided into two groups of training and
testing by a ratio of 2 to 1. Training frames is cropped to contain only single resources, however
in testing phase there is no such a constraint and frames can contain multiple resources. The
negative images for each binary classification include: (a) the positive instances from the other
two classes, (b) additional 500 negative frames that represent typical dynamic backgrounds from
construction sites and may include other resources. Positive frames refer to those frames that
contain the object of interest, while negative frames refer to frames that do not contain the object
of interest. The classifiers for each resource were individually trained using their corresponding
training datasets and were evaluated using the testing dataset.
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Table 3.1. The number of positive and negative image samples used for training and testing
construction resource classifiers.
Resource
Excavator

Truck

Worker

3.2

Dataset

Positive

Negative

Training

1895

2280

Testing

1008

746

Training

1212

2434

Testing

738

1122

Training

1840

2487

Testing

702

1043

Performance Evaluation Metrics

To quantify and benchmark the performance of the proposed 2D detection algorithms, we plot
the Precision-Recall and Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves. DET curves illustrate the
relationship between miss rates versus FPPW (False Positive Per Window) and are introduced by
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Martin et al. 1997). Both of these
evaluation metrics are extensively used in the Computer Vision community. In particular,
methods that use the sliding detection window technique for pedestrian detection commonly use
DET curves for evaluation. These metrics are both set-based measures; i.e., they evaluate the
quality of an unordered set of data entries. In the context of 2D detection of construction
resources, we define each as follows:

3.2.1 Precision-Recall Curve
To facilitate comparing the overall average performance of the variations of the proposed 2D
tracking algorithm over a particular set of video frames, individual detection class precision
values are interpolated to a set of standard recall levels (0 to 1 in increments of 0.1). Here,
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precision is the fraction of retrieved instances that are relevant to the particular classification,
while recall is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. Thus, precision and recall are
calculated as follows:

precision 

recall 

TP
TP  FP

(13)

TP
TP  FN

(14)

where in TP is the number of True Positives, FN is the number of False Negatives and FP is
the number of False Positives. For instance, if the worker detection window recognizes a worker,
it will be a TP; if an equipment instance is incorrectly recognized under worker class, it will be a
FP. When a worker instance is not recognized under the worker class, then the instance is a FN.
The particular rule used to interpolate precision at recall level i is to use the maximum precision
obtained from the detection class for any recall level great than or equal to i. For each recall
level, the precision is calculated; then the values are connected and plotted to form a curve.

3.2.2 Detection Error Tradeoff Curve
For sliding detection window techniques, the DET curves allow the performance of the
algorithms to be compared more easily. Based on these curves, a better performance of the
detector should achieve minimum miss rate and FPPW (the curve will be closer to the lower-left
corner). The terms miss rate and FPPW are defined as follows:

miss rate  1  recall rate 

FPPW 

FP
TN  FP
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FN
TP  FN

(15)

(16)

When necessary, the average accuracy of the resource detection is also calculated using
the following formula:

Accuracy 

TP  TN
TP  TN  FP  FN
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(17)

Chapter 4
Experimental Results
4.1 Single Resource Detection
In the following sections, we first present the experimental results from our proposed algorithms.
We also test the efficiency of our approaches on various model parameters. As observed in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2, our database includes video frames from multiple resources. Each frame
shows a different body configuration and is captured from a unique scale under a specific pose,
illumination and occlusion condition.

Figure 4.1. Example frames from video sequences of excavator and truck operations. From left
to right in rows (a) and (b): digging, hauling, dumping, and swinging action classes which
illustrate tremendous appearance changes because of variability in equipment part arrangement.
Row (c) shows the appearance changes due to view point location for a truck (e.g., side view,
frontal view)
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Figure 4.2. Example frames of various pose from worker operation class. These examples
exhibit appearance changes due to body part arrangements and self-occlusions among body parts
(e.g., one hand fully occluded in the first and third frames from left).

We implemented the proposed algorithms in MATLAB with several components in C++ for
faster computation. The performance of our implementation was benchmarked on a Linux 64bit
platform with 24GB memory and 3.2GHz Core i7 CPU.

4.1.1 HOG+C Sliding Detection Window Technique
In our proposed HOG+C sliding detection window technique, the detectors have the
following properties:


The size of the detection windows for excavators, trucks, and workers are set to
250×250, 250×160, and 100×220 pixels respectively;



Linear gradient [-1;0;1] voting into 9 orientation bins in 0-180˚ is used for generating all
HOG descriptors; i.e., visually symmetrical gradients are chosen for detection of
construction resources;



L2-normalized blocks with 4 cells containing 8×8, 4×4 and 16×16 pixels were used to
generate HOG descriptors for excavators, dump trucks, and workers respectively; and
finally,
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Linear SVM classifiers with C=1 are used for the detection and classification of each
resource.



The time required for testing on the HD image is around 10 minutes.

Figure 4.3 shows a HOG+C descriptor which is learned using the worker training dataset.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5, each show an example of a testing image, in addition to their HOG+C
descriptors.

Figure 4.3. (a-c) The average oriented gradients, average hue values, and average saturation
values over the worker dataset.

Figure 4.4. Example of testing for excavators and trucks datasets, respectively: each row: (a) a
test image, (b) The oriented gradients, (c) Hue map, (d) Saturation map.
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Figure 4.5. Example of testing for worker dataset: (a) a test image, (b) The oriented gradients,
(c) Hue map, (d) Saturation map.

In our testing phase, the detection window slides at multiple uniform scales (i.e., 1.0, 2.0,
and 3.0×). This strategy not only allows resources with smaller scales to be detected, but also
enables the method to be used on lower quality site video streams. Figure 4.6 shows the DET and
precision-recall curves for both HOG+C and HOG detectors and compares their performances
for all three categories of resources on testing dataset. As observed, the new method based on
HOG+C descriptors significantly improves the performance of detecting construction resources.
In particular it achieves lower miss rates in lower FPPWs and also higher precisions in higher
recall values.
The average accuracies in detection of each resource are listed in Table 4.1. Using HOG
for the detection of workers has a higher average accuracy compared to the excavators and
trucks. This is due to the consistent pose of the standing workers in the worker dataset compared
to the excavators and trucks. In our method, we have view-independent models for excavators
and trucks; i.e., all possible viewpoints are considered together. As a result, our HOG-only
classifiers result in lower accuracies. Nevertheless, due to the distinct colors of equipment,
adding the color information and forming HOG+C histograms significantly improves their
performance.
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Table 4.1. Average accuracies for detection of different construction resources (%)
Resources

HOG

HOG+C

Worker

96.07

98.83

Excavator

74.28

82.10

Truck

76.92

84.88

Figure 4.6. Overall results on performance of HOG and HOG+C on detection of construction
resources. (a-c) DET and (d-f) precision-recall curves for detection of excavators, trucks, and
workers, respectively.

Several examples of TP, FP, and FN for different resources detection methods are
presented in Figure 4.7. As seen in the Figure 4.7a, the detected excavator is labeled as a TP. In
this video, at far end left, a half occluded excavator is observed. Due to the small scale in the
video frame, this excavator is not detected by our algorithm and is labeled as a FN accordingly.
Figure 4.7b shows an example from the worker detection process. Here, four workers were
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accurately detected (TPs). A false alarm (FP) is also observed wherein the background is
detected as the worker.

Figure 4.7. Example of TP, FP, and FN in detection of construction resources (the top left boxes
show the classification scores).

a.

Discussion on Model Parameters

In the following subsections, we systematically study the effects of the various choices on both
HOG and HOG+C detectors. Particularly the effect of the size of the detection window and cells,
and the number of bins in HOC descriptors are studied in detail. The effect of using various
percentages of overlaps for the detection windows is also further explored. The best parameters
from these experiments were selected based on the highest average performances and most
reasonable computational times.

a.1 Effect of the Detection Sliding Window Size
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the effect of detection window size on the performance of HOG and
HOG+C descriptors for excavator, truck, and worker classes respectively. In the case of
detecting dump trucks (see Figures 4.8b, 4.9b), 250 160 and 125  80 pixel detection windows
were used to evaluate the performance. As observed, smaller windows perform better in the
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detection of the dump trucks, while the performance degrades in the case of workers and
excavators (see Figures 4.8a, c, 4.9a, c). In the case of workers and excavators, a large window
size is needed to statistically capture the changes of intensity for different postures within various
actions. However in the case of dump trucks, the actions are more simple, and hence a smaller
window can better capture the changes of intensity. Overall, smaller size detectors, enable the
method to detect those resources that are far from the video camera and/or appear in low-quality
video streams.

Figure 4.8. Effect of the detector window size on performance of HOG for detection of different
construction resources.

Figure 4.9. Effect of the detector window size on performance of HOG+C for detection of
different construction resources.

a.2 Effect of Cell Size on the Detection Performance
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Another effective factor on the performance of our resource detector is the size of the cells. We
evaluated three different sizes for the cells: 4×4, 8×8, and 16×16 pixels. Figures 4.10 and 4.11
demonstrate and compare the performance of HOG and our HOG+C detectors with varying cell
sizes. As observed in Figures 4.10b and 4.11b in the case of detecting dump trucks, the 4×4 cell
resulted in the best performance. While in the case of workers and excavators, the 8×8, and
16×16 cells performed better respectively. Among our resource categories, the detection of dump
trucks is more challenging. Due is to the notion that their appearance significantly differs from
one truck to another. Since the pose of the truck can also have a significant impact on their 2D
visual appearance, their detection using view-independent HOG+C descriptors, in particular in
clutter backgrounds is more challenging.

Figure 4.10. Effect of the cell size on performance of HOG for detection of different
construction resources.

Figure 4.11. Effect of the cell size on performance of HOG+C for detection of different
construction resources.
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a.3 Effect of Number of Bins in HOC on Detection Performance
Finally, we evaluated the effect of the number of bins in HOC descriptors to find out which
combination results in the best detection performance. Figure 4.12 demonstrates the outcome of
this comparative study. In particular, the effect of three different numbers of bins (16, 25, and
36) was studied. As observed, the 25 and 36 bin HOC descriptors outperform others in the
detection of dump trucks and workers respectively. In the case of excavators the 16 bin HOC
descriptors showed the best performance.

Figure 4.12. Effect of the number of bins in HOC on performance of HOG+C for detecting
different construction resources.

4.1.2 HOG+C Deformable Part-based Models
In our proposed HOG+C deformable part-based method (HOG+C-DPM), the detectors have the
following properties:


Linear gradient [-1; 0; 1] voting into 9 orientation bins in 0-180˚ regard the contrast
insensitive features and 18 orientation bins in 0-360˚ regard contrast sensitive features
are used for generating all HOG descriptors (Felzenszwalb et al. 2010);
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L2-normalized blocks with 4 cells containing 8×8 pixels were used to generate HOG
descriptors for excavators, dump trucks, and workers;

4.1.2.1 Implementation Details
In this section the procedure for initializing the structure of the model is described. The LSVM
optimization algorithm is susceptible to local minima and thus sensitive to initialization
(Felzenszwalb et al. 2010). This initialization and training process contains three phases,
Phase 1- Initializing Root Filters
For training a model with
and split them into

m components, we sort the bounding boxes in P by their aspect ratio

m groups of equal size P1, ... , Pm . Aspect ratio is used as a simple indicator

of extreme intra-class variation (e.g., in term of excavator, the appearance from side view is
completely different than a front view). Next,

m different root filters F1, ... , Fm , are trained for

each group of positive bounding boxes using classical SVM.
Phase 2- Merging Components
Then, the initial root filters are combined into a mixture model with no parts.
Phase 3- Initializing Part Filters
The initialization of part filters follows a simple heuristic. The number of parts is fixed to eight;
using a small pool of rectangular part shapes we greedily place parts to cover high-energy
regions of the root filter. Once a part is placed, the energy of the covered portion of the root filter
is set to zero, and then we look for the next highest-energy region, until eight parts are chosen.
The part filters are initialized by interpolating the root filter to twice the spatial resolution.
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Figure 4.13-4.15 shows deformable part-based models which are learned for root filters,
part filters, and deformation weights using the excavator, truck, and worker training dataset,
respectively.

Figure 4.13. Deformable part-based models for excavator dataset: The columns show the root
filter, part filters, and deformation weights, respectively.
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Figure 4.14. Deformable part-based models for truck dataset: The columns show the root filter,
part filters, and deformation weights, respectively.

Figure 4.15. Deformable part-based models for worker dataset: The columns show the root
filter, part filters, and deformation weights, respectively.
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In our testing phase, the detection window slides at 55 scales. This strategy not only
allows resources with smaller scales to be detected, but also enables the method to be used on
lower quality site video streams. For validating the performance of HOG+C-DPM compared to
HOG+C sliding detection window we have used more challenging database for worker class.
Figure 4.16 shows the DET and precision-recall curves for HOG+C-DPM, HOG+C, and HOG
detectors and compares their performances for all three categories of resources. As observed, the
new method based on HOG+C-DPM significantly improves the performance of detecting
construction resources while eliminate false positives which is really important in detection of
resources on noisy and dynamic construction jobsites. In particular it achieves lower miss rates
in lower FPPWs and also higher precisions in higher recall values.

Figure 4.16. Overall results on performance of HOG, HOG+C, and proposed HOG+C-DPM
(DPM in the figure) on detection of construction resources. (a-c) precision-recall and (d-f)
DET curves for detection of excavators, trucks, and workers, respectively.
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The average accuracies in detection of each resource are listed in Table 4.2. Detection of
workers has a higher average accuracy compared to the excavators and trucks. This is due to the
consistent pose of the standing workers in the worker dataset compared to the excavators and
trucks. In these experiments, we have view-independent models for excavators and trucks; i.e.,
all possible viewpoints are considered together. As a result, our HOG+C-only classifiers result in
lower accuracies. Nevertheless, due to the distinct colors of equipment, adding the parts
information and forming HOG+C deformable part-based models significantly improves their
performance.
Table 4.2. Average accuracies for detection of different construction resources (%)

Resources

HOG

HOG+C

HOG+C
DPM

Worker

89.32

93.18

100

Excavator

74.28

82.10

92.02

Truck

76.92

84.88

89.69

4.1.2.2 Discussion on Separate Models for Different Viewpoints
In the following subsections, we systematically study the effects of learning separate models for
different viewpoints. For this purpose, we divided the excavator and truck datasets to two
different side-viewpoint and front-rear-viewpoint datasets and evaluated the performance of the
proposed HOG+C-DPM method in comparison to HOG+C sliding detection window on these
datasets. In the case of workers, the body posture and configurations do not change significantly
from different viewpoints. It should be noticed that separating the models for different
viewpoints increase the computation time, because it needs to learn two models per resource.
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Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the separate models which are learned for different
viewpoints of excavator and truck datasets, respectively. We evaluated the performance of
HOG+C-DPM compared to HOG+C sliding detection window algorithm on these datasets.

Figure 4.17. The side and front-rear viewpoint models for learned for excavator dataset.
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Figure 4.18. The side and front-rear viewpoint models for learned for truck dataset.

Figure 4.19 shows the precision and recall trade-off for the performance of these methods
on detection of side-view and front-rear-view excavators and trucks datasets. Table 4.3
summarizes the average accuracies of detection performance on these datasets. As it is clear, the
side-view model for excavators improves the detection accuracy compared to the general model
while the front-rear-view model decreases the detection accuracy. This is due to lack of enough
data from the front and rear view compared to side views of excavators. In the case of truck
dataset, the front-rear-view model increases the detection accuracy while the side-view model
does not improve the detection accuracy. It can be concluded from these experiments that, by
using the robust and powerful HOG+C Deformable Part-based Models, learning separate models
for different viewpoints have no significant effect on improving the detection performance while
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in some cases it can decrease it. One the main components of HOG+C-DPM method is that it
learn multiple models per category based on the aspect ratio of bounding boxes which alleviate
the effect of intra-class variability and there is no need for dividing the datasets.

Figure 4.19. precision-recall trade-offs for the performance of separate side and front-rear view
models: (a-b) Excavator side and front-rear (front in the figure) models’ performance, (c-d)
Ttruck side and front-rear (front in the figure) models’ performance.
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Table 4.3. Average accuracies of learning separate models for detection of different viewpoints
(%)
Resources
Excavator
General
Excavator
Side
Excavator
Front
Truck
General
Truck
Side
Truck
Front

HOG+C

HOG+C
DPM

82.10

92.02

82.11

94.94

74.61

89.64

84.88

89.69

84.72

87.15

98.88

94.42

4.2 Multiple Resource Detection
In the previous section, we evaluated the performance of our part-based detection method on
isolated video frames in which the expectation was to detect a single resource. Here we focus on
evaluation of the proposed method for detection of multiple resources with varying degrees of
occlusion. The ability of analyzing multi-scale overlapping windows in our method 1) increases
the accuracy of 2D localization, and 2) enables detection of multiple resources in close proximity
to one another, all in a reasonable computational time.

4.2.1 HOG+C Sliding Detection Window Technique
Figure 4.20 shows the impact of different level of window overlap on accuracy of detecting and
localizing an excavator in noisy construction backgrounds. As illustrated, increasing the
percentage of overlap between detection windows from 0% (without overlap) to 98%,
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significantly improves the accuracy of localizing resources in 2D. Obviously growing the
percentage of overlap between detection windows increases the number of FPs. In order to
achieve reasonable performance we used a non-maximum suppression step to select only those
detection windows that are returning the highest scores. We also performed a trade-off analysis
between the percentage of window overlap, accuracy of 2D localization, and computation time.
On large images containing multiple resources, an overlap of 90% resulted in the most
reasonable 2D localization accuracy considering the computation time.

Figure 4.20. Effect of the detection window overlap in accuracy of localizing construction
resources in 2D: (a) without overlap, (b) 50% overlap, (c) 98% overlap.

One of the key challenges in automated tracking of construction resources is the ability to
continuously detect the resource in video frames wherein the equipment pose, illumination and
occlusion are rapidly changing. Figure 4.21 shows the performance of our algorithm for
detection of an excavator in a video sequence where the pose of the equipment was rapidly
changing. For example, in Figure 4.21 (a) and (b) the scale of detection window is different
regard the different pose of the equipment.
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Figure 4.21. Detecting an excavator in a video sequence where in the pose is rapidly changing.

Figures 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24, show the performance of our detector window in detecting
multiple resources. As illustrated in Figure 4.22, the 90% overlap, enables excavators and trucks
that are working in close proximity to each other to be robustly detected. Figure 4.23 shows
another example on detection of construction crew working in proximity to an excavator. This is
a critical component for safety assessment purposes. Figure 4.24 shows the performance of our
algorithm in detection of multiple excavators in different distance from the camera (scale) and
from multiple viewpoints. Full demoes can be found at http://www.raaamc.cee.vt.edu/hogc.
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Figure 4.22. Detection in a video sequence where in an excavator and a truck are working in the
proximity of each other.

Figure 4.23. Detection of excavators and construction workers in proximity of each other.
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Figure 4.24. Example of the capability of our proposed method in detection of multiple
excavators with different viewpoints and distances to the camera.

4.2.2 HOG+C Deformable Part-based Model
Figure 4.25 shows the performance of HOG+C-DPM on detection of multiple resources
in High-Definition (HD) image. As it can be seen in Figure 4.25a, there are three excavators with
different models, distances from the camera, pose, and viewpoints that are working in proximity
of each other and the proposed method was able to accurately and efficiently detect and localize
all of them without false positive. Figure 4.25b shows the performance of the proposed method
on detection of standing workers using mobile camera mounted on a hardhat. It should be
noticed that while the mobile camera has high amount of distortion, it was able to detect the
standing workers.
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Figure 4.25. Performance of HOG+C-DPM on HD images and mobile cameras: (a) detection of
multiple excavators working in the noisy and dynamic construction jobsite, (b) detection of
standing workers by mobile cameras (high amount of distortion).

As mentioned before, one of the key challenges in automated tracking of construction
resources is the ability to continuously detect the resource in video frames wherein the
equipment pose, illumination and occlusion are rapidly changing. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 shows
several snapshots of the performance of our algorithm for detection of an excavator and truck
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working in proximity of each other, and the standing workers working on the construction
jobsite. The full demo can be found at http://www.raamac.cee.vt.edu/hogcdpm.

Figure 4.26. Detection of an excavator and a truck working in proximity of each other in video
sequences. Full demo can be found at: http://www.raamac.cee.vt.edu/hogcdpm.

Figure 4.27. Detection of construction workers working in proximity of each other in video
sequences. As it can be seen, the proposed method is capable of detection the occluded workers
which is really common in dynamic construction sites. Full demo can be found at:
http://www.raamac.cee.vt.edu/hogcdpm.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Discussion on the Proposed Methods and Research Challenges
This study presented the first comprehensive video frame dataset for 2D detection of excavators,
dump trucks, and standing construction workers. The average accuracies of the detection
obtained for workers, excavators, and dump trucks are 98.83%, 82.10%, and 84.88% in using
HOG+C sliding detection window technique and 100%, 92.02%, and 89.69% using HOG+C
deformable part-based models, respectively. The ability to detect idling resources, distinguishes
our work from previous methods presented in the AEC community. The results also indicate the
robustness of the method to dynamic changes of illumination, viewpoint, camera resolution, and
scale. It further shows reasonable robustness to static and dynamic occlusions. The minimal
detectable spatial resolution of the equipment in videos in the range of (80 ~ 800 )  (80 ~ 800 )
and (100 ~ 800 )  (100 ~ 800 ) pixels per excavator and dump truck, and (50 ~ 700 )  (50 ~ 700 )
pixels per worker, promises the applicability of the proposed method for existing site video
cameras. The HOG+C sliding detection window technique which could be real-time is
appropriate for construction workers’ safety analysis while HOG+C deformable part-based
model which provide information about different parts of the object is more appropriate for
action recognition and pose estimation purposes. While this thesis presented the initial steps
towards processing site video streams for the purpose of 2D resource detection and localization,
several critical challenges remain. Some of the open research problems for our community
include:


Real-time 2D detection and localization in long video sequences. The presented
algorithms are capable of accurately tracking resources in a post processing stage, which
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makes it attractive for development of action recognition methods. Nonetheless, for
safety analysis, there is a need for real-time 2D detection and localization. The current
high computation time in our methods is inherent to the application of sliding detection
windows which were primarily created to handle detection of idling resources. To detect
and track construction resources in real-time, more work is needed to implement the
HOG+C based sliding window algorithm using the NVIDIA CUDA parallel computation
framework.



Equipment detection and localization over a network of fixed cameras. 3D tracking
for multiple resources requires precise 2D detection and localization in each video
camera and subsequent matching across all views. Given the distance of the cameras to
resources on the jobsite, small deviations in 2D localization can generate large error in
3D localization. There is a need for methods that can identify several parts or features
within the detection windows across all video cameras to enable high precision
triangulation in 3D. Detecting geometrically and visually consistent correspondences
across multiple cameras can also form several hypotheses for each detection and enable
development of algorithms that can choose best hypothesis for classification. It further
minimizes the effect of noise caused by lateral movement of the camera, and the dynamic
motions of foreground or background.



Variability in equipment type/models and worker body postures. Highly accurate 2D
detection requires comprehensive datasets of all type/models of equipment and various
worker body postures to be collected for training purposes. The dataset presented in this
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work only includes two types of equipment from six different manufacturers, and
standing workers. Development of larger datasets for equipment and workers with
different body postures (e.g., bending, sitting) is needed.



Temporal reasoning for 2D detection of resources. Given the nature of construction, it
is natural for resources to leave the field of view of a fixed camera and come back at a
later time. Also there might be cases for which a resource is fully occluded temporally
behind another static or dynamic resource on a jobsite. In both of these cases, there is a
need for a temporal reasoning for the detection of the resources.



Resource detection and localization using mobile cameras. The ability to detect
construction workers and equipment from moving cameras opens exciting opportunities
for context awareness. For example, a camera mounted on an excavator can minimize the
chances of accidents by eliminating the blind spots and alert the operators about the
detection of other resources in their proximities. Nonetheless moving cameras can create
several dynamic changes in pose and configuration of other resources in 2D video
streams. More research is needed on detecting resources using mobile cameras.

5.2 Contributions
As a step towards fully automated performance assessment methods, this research presents two
new computer vision based algorithms (HOG+C Sliding Detection Window Technique, and
HOG+C Deformable Part-based Models) for automated 2D detection and localization of
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construction resources from site video streams in support of automated performance assessment
of construction operations.
Moreover, a new comprehensive benchmark dataset (First comprehensive dataset in AEC
community) containing over 8,000 annotated video frames including equipment (e.g., excavator
and truck) and workers from different construction projects is introduced. Due to lack of existing
datasets for benchmarking visual detection construction workers and equipment, it was necessary
to create a new comprehensive dataset. This dataset contains a large range of pose, scale,
background, illumination, and occlusion variation.

5.3 Practical Significance
The outcome of proposed approach could provide visual information about the various resources
working on the jobsite for further analysis such as 3D tracking, action recognition, safety
analysis, and performance assessment. The state-of-the-art research proposes semi-automated
detection methods for tracking of construction workers and equipment. Considering the number
of active equipment and workers on jobsites and their frequency of appearance in a camera’s
field of view, application of semi-automated techniques can be time-consuming. Moreover,
compared to other sensing technologies (e.g., RFID, GPS, Ultra Wind Band), application of the
proposed methods seems more applicable and practical, as it does not require “tagging” of
construction entities. Furthermore application of sliding detection window in these proposed
methods provides two key benefits:


Detection of workers and equipment while idle; i.e., it examines static windows for
possible resource candidates and is not limited to detection of moving foreground
objects (typical in background subtraction techniques).
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Detection of workers and equipment in close proximity of each other under high
degrees of occlusion; several overlapping windows can be chosen as the best
candidates for construction resources which is a key component required for safety
assessment.

By implementing the HOG+C sliding detection window technique using NVIDIA CUDA
parallel computation framework, the real-time performance can be achieved. Integration of realtime 2D detection and 3D tracking and localization is key components for safety analysis of
workers working in proximity of equipment. HOG+C deformable part-based model is a prerequisite for integrated activity analysis of construction operations which enables project
managers to:


Study their operation automatically



Revise their construction plan and operation strategies



Simultaneously reduce their environmental impacts and increase/maintain the level of
productivity.

5.4 Conclusions
In this research, we presented two novel methods for automated 2D detection and localization of
construction workers (standing) and equipment from site video streams based on using
histograms of oriented gradients and Hue-Saturation colors. Our results with average
performance accuracies of 100%, 92.02%, and 89.69% for workers, excavators, and dump trucks
respectively, hold the promise of applicability of the proposed methods for first step of
automated performance assessments. As validated, adding histogram of Hue-Saturation colors to
oriented gradients significantly improved the detection of resources. We also evaluated the effect
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of different model parameters on detection accuracy. The proposed approaches are independent
to scale and viewpoint of resources, as well as illumination conditions. The HOG+C sliding
detection window technique which could be real-time is appropriate for construction workers’
safety analysis while HOG+C deformable part-based model which provide information about
different parts of the object is more appropriate for action recognition and pose estimation
purposes. Despite the good performance of proposed HOG+C-based methods, they suffer from
one major problem: high computation time. Sliding detection windows are relatively slow and
hence unattractive for real-time applications necessary for many safety analysis purposes. The
future work involves implementing the HOG+C based sliding detection window algorithm using
the NVIDIA CUDA parallel computing framework which can help achieve a real-time
performance. Moreover, future work includes more exhaustive training and testing and also
including different types of equipment, as well as varying body posture for the workers.
Algorithmic development for the detection of resources across multiple video cameras, in
addition to creating a temporal reasoning for those resources that leave a camera’s field of view,
or are fully occluded, and capability of tracking detected objects are another open research
questions in this area.
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